Presentations & Workshops
book early for the best dates

Presentation Fees Lectures
200.00 an hour
(sample topics below)
Pipestone pipes History of Pipestone
Growing up Indian Storytelling
Tribal life today Cultural Stereotypes
Trade Beads Beadwork
Tribal Lodging Women roles
Tribal Histories Tribal Spirituality
Ojibewa’s Dakota’s
Cherokee’s Migrations of tribes
Before contact Wild plants uses
Christianity parallels differences
Regions/time frame/tribe

Presentation Fees Dance
Dance presentation 150.00 per person
and or per dance style for each presentation.
We talk about the beginnings of the pow wow, what is a pow wow today, explain regalia and dance styles, do a grand entry, exhibition of dance styles, invite audience to dance. Presentation work best minimum of 30 minutes to an hour. Can have live drumming ask about cost.
No travel 3 dancers 45 min. =$450.00

Presentation Fees Workshops
Workshops 200.00 per hour
(samples below)
Pipe Making Pipe Bags
Dream Catchers Beadwork
Small Beaded Bag Pipestone Carving
Pipe carving Pine Needle Baskets
Pony bead animals Leather Clothing
Finger Weaving Medicine bags
Quillwork Drum making
Decorating a model tipi

Props available for presentations
Tipi 12’ small per tipi 250.00 per day
Tipi 16’ large per tipi 350.00 per day
Tipi decorated inside 150.00 a day with furs, baskets and other items
(security required)
Tipi set up inside require carpet 2’ larger than the tipi diameter.

Any damage or loss of items during a presentation or event, not caused by the presenters directly, are the responsibility of the vendor contracting the presentations, lectures or workshops.

Keepers of the Sacred Tradition
PO Box 24 ● Pipestone, MN 56164
1-507-825-3734 * pipe@iw.net
www.pipekeepers.org
Other Cultural Presentations

- Living Skills Regional History
- Primitive Shelter Construction
- Fireside Storytelling
- Plant Identification & Preparation
- Tomahawk Throwing
- Cooking on an Open Fire
- Flint & Steel Fire Starting
- Deadfall & Snare Construction
- Meals of Buffalo & Wild Rice
- Meals of Indian Tacos
- Leather Dolls
- Tanning Hides
- Lazy Stitch Beadwork
- Making dance regalia

Presenters require a dressing area & filtered water to be available.
Travel expenses from Pipestone MN. $0.55 - $1.00 a mile up to 300 miles.
Presentations more than 300 miles away may require airplane tickets.
Presentations 2 hours or more of travel, presentations beginning early or going late in the day require lodging.
We charge 30.00 a day fee per presenter for food expense.

Registration and Payment

Requested Dates ________________
Number of day’s __________________
Number of Presentations __________
Number of Presentors _____________
Mileage _________________________
Lecture length (minutes) __________
Workshop length (minutes) __________
Dance length (minutes) ____________
Props needed _____________________
Comments _______________________

We accept: Discover, MasterCard, Visa, American Express, checks, money orders, and paypal.

CC# ________________ exp __________
Signature ________________________